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Problem: 
The EBX-12 (Cobra) will not boot from the runtime BIOS. 
  
Background: 
There are circumstances in which the runtime BIOS could become damaged (such as an 
interrupted flash upgrade process). Typical symptoms of a BIOS failure vary, but might include: 
a “dead board,” the fan runs but the system does not boot. Often there is no video output or the 
programmable LED does not turn on when power is applied to the board. 
  
In addition to the runtime BIOS, which is field-programmable, the Cobra incorporates a “master” 
BIOS that is permanently write-protected and cannot be field upgraded. It is a minimal version of 
the BIOS that is always available for booting. You can jumper select the system to boot from 
either BIOS. 
  
Solution: 
To restore a damaged runtime BIOS using this procedure, you will need the following: 

 The latest (or preferred) version of the EBX-12 BIOS in the form of a BIN file, which you 
can download from the Cobra private support page, 

 The Flash BIOS Utility (FBU.EXE), available from the Cobra General BIOS Information 
page,  

 A bootable DOS floppy disk (with the BIOS binary file and FBU.EXE on it), and  
 An LPT floppy interface cable, VersaLogic part number VL-CBL-2501. 

  
Notes: 

 This procedure is for repairing a damaged runtime BIOS, not for a routine BIOS 
upgrade. 

 Restoring the runtime BIOS returns the CMOS to its factory default condition. After you 
restore the runtime BIOS you will have to enter CMOS Setup and reconfigure your 
CMOS configuration as well. 

 It is possible to restore the runtime BIOS using a device other than a floppy drive. You 
may use either a primary or secondary IDE device, such as a DOS bootable hard disk or 
CD-ROM. If you prefer using a device other than a floppy, modify the instructions 
accordingly.  

 If you are not sure how to make a DOS bootable floppy, you can find help at 
BootDisk.com. Navigate to the page with DOS/Windows boot disks, and click the DOS 
6.22 link. Make sure you have a floppy disk in your drive and click Run. 

  
Procedure: 

1. Remove the jumper from Pins 1-2 of V1 on the EBX-12 board. Removing the jumper 
selects the master BIOS. 

2. Boot the system from the DOS floppy containing FBU.EXE and the EBX-12 BIOS BIN 
file. The system will prompt you to select the boot device. 

3. Select the option to boot from the floppy. The system will boot and display the A:\> 
prompt. 

4. Run FBU and follow the directions for installing the new BIOS.  
5. After the BIOS has been installed, shut down the system and install the jumper on Pins 

1-2 of V1 on the EBX-12 board. Installing the jumper selects the runtime BIOS. 
6. Reboot the system and enter CMOS Setup by pressing Delete during the early boot 

cycle. 

http://www.versalogic.com/private/cobrasupport.asp
http://www.versalogic.com/private/reference_bios-new.asp
http://www.versalogic.com/private/reference_bios-new.asp
http://bootdisk.com/
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7. Configure the CMOS settings as needed to reboot the system from the desired boot 
device. 
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